Let’s be more creative, concerned and responsible in this break!

Improve your handwriting

Read story books.

Converse in English

Help your parents and friends, show care and concern.

Cultivate manners!
Learn to say – Please, Thankyou, Sorry, Excuse Me

Go for a walk daily, enjoy nature!

Revise all the work done before vacations!

Play outdoor games!
ENGLISH

STORY TELLING ROPE  (ROLL NO. -1 to 13)

Read a story and draw 4 to 5 characters of the story on a chart paper (6’x 6’) and paste them on a rope or ribbon. Attach a bell under it and make a hanging. Narrate the story using it.

Section A and B - Folk Tale

C and D - Mythological Tale
E and F - Fairy Tale
G and H - Panchatantra
I and J - Akbar and Birbal Tale
K and L - Cartoon Story

Laminate the characters.

WORKING WITH VOCABULARY  (ROLL NO. -14 to 27)

Make any two sentences of your choice. Try to put all the parts of speech in it i.e. noun, pronoun, verb , adjective , adverb . Make a flash card ( 6’ x 6’) of each word of the sentence and get it laminated.

Example- Ram is playing happily with his naughty cat.

For this sentence 8 flash cards will be made.

| Ram | is | playing | happily | with | his | naughty | cat. |
LET’S GO CREATIVE  (ROLL NO. – 28 TO 40)

It’s the time to give shape to your imagination. Make a cutout of an animal of your dreams. For example, a lion with peacock wings or a cat with horns.

Describe the animal of your imagination using five adjectives. Write the adjectives on coloured strips.
**HINDI**

**PUPPETY PUPPETS (ROLL NO. -1 to 20)**

Read a story from your book “Pitara” and make hand puppets / finger puppets or masks of its characters. You will be asked to narrate the story in the class.

**READING TO MOM (ROLL NO. – 21 to 40)**

Make a reading sheet of a story or a poem of your choice. Present it beautifully. Do it on an A-4 size sheet and get it laminated. The sheets will be exchanged in class to inculcate the reading habit.

**MATHS**

**LEARN WITH FUN (ROLL NO. – 1 to 20)**

Take an A-4 size sheet, cut it vertically and make 2 sheets out of it. Draw a beautiful border on each sheet. Write tables from 2 to 10 (front and back). Punch and tie the sheets with a ribbon.

**BRAIN TEASER (ROLL NO. – 21 to 40)**

Pick any 2 digit number, like–25 and make as many as possible combinations using various operations of math (addition, subtraction and multiplication) to make up that number. Make flash cards (6’ x 6’) of these combinations and get them laminated. Take old marriage / birthday cards or any other used card for making flash cards.

For ex - 20 + 5 = 25 (flash card of 20 and 5)  
32 – 7 = 25 (flash card of 32 and 7)  
5 x 5 = 25 (flash card of 5 -2in number)
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

TOSS AND TALK BALL (All students)

Take a big plastic ball and cover it with paper mache technique. Write 4 or 5 interesting questions on the ball. Look for the topic assigned below:

Section A – Myself   G – Communication
B – My Body          H – Transport
C – Food             I – Sky
D – Festivals        J – Matter
E – Plant            K – Seasons
F – Animals          L – Directions

I’M A WRITER: Draw / paste pictures according to the topic allotted to your section and write a few lines for the topic on an A4 size sheet.

| A – India of my dreams.               | G – Me as a savior of Mother Earth. |
| B – Cartoon character I want to be.   | H – If I were a teacher for a day.  |
| C – Jaipuria- school of my dreams.   | I – When I got lost in a Mall.      |
| D – How would I like to spend my Sunday. | J – My unforgettable Birthday party. |
| F – Why do I need a family.          | L – Natural Disaster - Earthquake   |

ART AND CRAFT:

Make a poster on an A4 size sheet with a slogan ‘CLEAN SCHOOL - GREEN SCHOOL’.
SUBMISSION DATES:

**ENGLISH AND MATHS**: 2\textsuperscript{nd} July 2015

**HINDI AND E.V.S.**: 3\textsuperscript{rd} July 2015

**ART AND CRAFT**: According to the time-table